☐ Older Friend

☐ Either

☐ Younger Friend

2021 Intentional Friends Ministry
PROFILE SHEET
NAME

AGE

EMAIL

PHONE

MARITAL STATUS

(circle one):

S

M

W

D

BLENDED FAMILY

PROFESSION _____________________________________________________________________________________
NUMBER OF CHILDREN AND AGES

HOW LONG HAVE YOU BEEN A QSBC MEMBER? ________________

Considering time constraints, how many times per month
would you like to meet with your intentional friend:

☐ Once
☐ Twice

☐ Three times
☐ Four times

SHARE ANY INFORMATION THAT MIGHT HELP US MATCH YOU WITH A PARTNER (LIFE EXPERIENCES,
FAMILY BACKGROUND, SPIRITUAL GIFTS, TALENTS, ETC.)
__________________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________________
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2021 Intentional Friends Ministry
OLDER FRIENDS / EITHER

YOUNGER FRIENDS / EITHER

Select three of the following that best describe
your heart’s desire in sharing your life with a
younger friend. Rank them in order with 1 being
what best describes you.

Select one or two of the statements below which best
describe what you desire or need at this time in your
life.

I would enjoy …

I would appreciate an older friend …

____ Meeting with a younger friend who just

____ Who is willing to just listen.

____ Meeting with a younger friend who is not a

____ Who could help me with various areas of my

____ The opportunity to show mercy to a younger

____ Who could help me apply the scripture I

____ Helping a younger friend develop her

____ Who can help me identify, develop and apply

____ Meeting with a younger friend who feels

____ Who could help me invest in internationals. The

____ Meeting with someone who desires

____ Who could hold me accountable in spiritual

needs someone who will listen to her.

believer (or a new believer), whom I could
demonstrate Christ’s love to through our
time together.

friend who is in a busy season of life and
struggles with guilt, expectations and
measuring up to an ideal. I’d like to help her
see how God is still at work in her life.

spiritual gift(s) and apply them in the various
areas of her life. (family, friends, work, church)

called to missions, especially international
missions.

accountability in spiritual disciplines. (Which
two are your greatest strengths?)

¨ Prayer
¨ Bible study
¨ Scripture memory ¨ Sharing her faith

life, school, family, career, etc. The idea of a
relationship with God is new to me, though I
am curious about it.

already know to the present demands of my
life. I’m currently in a season where I have little
time for in-depth Bible study, though I have
enjoyed it in the past.

my spiritual gift(s).

Lord has given me a heart for people of other
nations.

disciplines. The following are areas where I
need the most help. (Check no more than two.)

¨ Prayer
¨ Bible study
¨ Scripture memory ¨ Sharing my faith
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